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Portion size estimation in dietary assessment: a systematic review of existing 1 

tools, their strengths and limitations 2 

INTRODUCTION 3 

Assessment of dietary intake is critical for nutrition research and surveillance programs 4 

to inform public health policy and for evaluating and measuring the effectiveness of 5 

interventions across populations. A well-recognized challenge in dietary assessment is 6 

the accurate estimation of portion sizes1-5. Traditional dietary assessment methods 7 

such as 24 hour (24hr) recalls, food-frequency questionnaires (FFQs), and unweighed 8 

food records are subject to measurement error resulting from various factors such as 9 

food matrix, demographic characteristics (e.g. gender, age, ethnicity, education and 10 

income) and the nature of the dietary assessment instrument, especially if there is a 11 

need to recall consumed amounts of foods from memory6-10. Other factors that may add 12 

to measurement error are nutrition policies, religion11, food familiarity, hunger status and 13 

the expected filling capacity of the food12, meal type and its energy density10,13,14. 14 

Misreporting of consumed amounts is a fundamental issue affecting the capture of 15 

accurate habitual dietary intake data6. A study conducted in Finland15 showed that only 16 

about 50% of the study population (n=146) estimated the amount of 52 foods correctly, 17 

with underreporting being common for bread, spreads, cold cuts and dishes and over-18 

reporting observed for cereals, snacks, vegetables and fruit. However, the use of 19 

portion size estimation elements (PSEEs) such as food models, household utensils, 20 

photographs or diagrams can aid respondents to report their food intake more 21 

accurately and reduce respondent burden associated with weighing of foods16, although 22 

their effectiveness is subject to individual use and customary dietary patterns11. 23 

Some studies4,17-21 have explored ways to improve portion size estimation in dietary 24 

assessment. In some cases, the performance of these instruments depended heavily 25 
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on the shape and texture of foods22,23. In general, the literature suggests that solid 26 

foods are better estimated than liquids and these are estimated better than amorphous 27 

foods (i.e. those which take the shape of their container e.g. pasta)24. A review25 of 28 

efficacy studies concluded that food type, shape, size and previous training all affected 29 

tool performance. Portion size estimation continues to be a key factor in dietary 30 

assessment error17,26-28, and there is a lack of knowledge on the strengths and 31 

limitations of different PSEEs and quality studies testing validation and efficiency5,29-31. 32 

To our knowledge only three reviews4,6,25 have focused on PSEEs, two6,25 of which 33 

analyzed only a limited number of studies according to broad categories and covered 34 

short time periods i.e. 2005 to 2016. The other review4 was a parallel review led by the 35 

authors of this present review which specifically focused on PSEEs for minority ethnic 36 

groups4. Two studies6,31 highlighted the need for additional information and guidelines 37 

on the validity of PSEEs. This is because some PSEE validation studies suffer from 38 

issues such as failing to use an approach to isolate the specific effects of PSEEs from 39 

the effects of dietary assessment methods; lack of testing of the tools in relation to 40 

different sociodemographic, age, gender, and cultural groups; using non-objective 41 

comparators instead of using premeasured amounts of foods; conducting data analyses 42 

which are focused on nutrients rather than food amounts; and providing sufficient level 43 

of detail on PSEE descriptions and their use (such as dimensions of PSEE, 44 

modifications, how they were presented to the subject, methods used in accuracy 45 

measurement). The lack of clear, descriptive, and complete research on the validation 46 

of PSEEs makes it currently challenging to establish a consensus on the validity of 47 

PSEEs, to draw conclusions about guidelines for the use of PSEEs and to comment of 48 

the validity of PSEEs6,31. Finding solutions to  these issues would improve the accuracy 49 

of dietary assessment methods, knowledge of the diet-disease relationships, nutritional 50 
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monitoring of populations and ability to educate the public on portion size measurement 51 

for healthy eating31. To address these gaps, the present review focused on 52 

characterizing and assessing the validity of existing PSEEs applicable to dietary 53 

assessment instruments. For the purpose of this work, PSEEs were defined as a 54 

component of the dietary assessment instrument designed to help quantify the amount 55 

of food reported as consumed including: portion size estimation aids (PSEA) (e.g. 56 

photographs, everyday reference objects, household utensils, food models); categorical 57 

size estimates (e.g. small, medium, large); household utensil measures, unit food 58 

amounts (e.g. 1 slice, 1 egg), standard units of measurement (e.g. grams, ounces, 59 

milliliters) and any other quantifying component. 60 

The objectives of this review were, first, to explore the range of existing PSEEs 61 

applicable to dietary assessment methods and categorize them according to their 62 

applications.  Second, to assess the quality of existing studies validating PSEEs and to 63 

develop a tool to assess the quality of the studies validating PSEEs. Third, to explore 64 

the relative efficacy of tools tested through validation and comparison studies, as well 65 

as addressing the limitations in these studies. This information may inform the design of 66 

future nutrition surveys and prospective cohort studies, support dietary assessment in 67 

clinical practice and research and may also contribute to reduce misreporting by guiding 68 

researchers on selecting high quality PSEEs, and may improve the quality of validation 69 

and comparison studies. 70 

METHODS 71 

Database searches 72 

A systematic review of the literature was first conducted in 2016 and an update was 73 

undertaken between March and June 2018, based on standard systematic review 74 
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guidelines32,33, for records published between 1910 and 2018 (see the PRISMA34 75 

diagram (Figure 1) and checklist in Appendix 1). The study protocol is available by 76 

contacting the authors. We selected studies for review using PICOS (population, 77 

intervention, comparison group, outcome, study design) criteria (Table 1). 78 

Studies were excluded if they reported on the use of a dietary assessment instrument 79 

without a portion size measuring element (e.g. non-quantitative FFQs); or when the 80 

PSEE was not described in full; or it was not applicable for dietary assessment. Titles 81 

with no accessible abstracts, editorials, and commentary or opinion pieces, review 82 

papers with no relevant references and non-English language papers were also 83 

excluded. 84 

In total, 20 medical, social and economic databases (See Figure 1) were searched. In 85 

addition all the references from a relevant PhD thesis35 and a previous review6 were 86 

screened. Title search was complemented through cross-reference and the authors’ 87 

own knowledge. 88 

A search pathway containing keywords and combinations for the searches was 89 

designed and pre-piloted by two of the authors (CG and EAR) (see the Search Pathway 90 

Form (key words) in Appendix 2 in the online Supporting Information). Searches were 91 

structured in blocks containing descriptors for portion size estimation elements. The 92 

following block themes were used: portion size; tool; measures; assessment; quantity; 93 

dietary; electronic; foods; texture; and target population characteristics. Each block 94 

consisted of at least 3 descriptors. For instance, the block ‘portion’ consisted of ‘portion 95 

OR serving OR helping’; the block ‘tool’ consisted of ‘Tool* OR utensil* OR appliance* 96 

OR guide* OR instrument*’, and so on. We then searched 19 different combinations of 97 

the above descriptor blocks. In order to reduce the number of ineligible hits in 98 
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combinations producing more than 1000 hits, we excluded abstracts where the words 99 

“portion” and “size” were not within 3 words of each other.  100 

Title and abstract screening and data extraction were conducted by five investigators 101 

(CG, EAR, DY, TH and RB). A subsample of abstracts was screened in duplicate to 102 

assess consistency between reviewers. Disagreements were discussed within the team 103 

to reach consensus and, when necessary, further information was sought from authors. 104 

If a paper´s abstract did not contain sufficient information to confirm eligibility, the whole 105 

paper was reviewed. 106 

Data extraction of eligible abstracts and papers involved  extracting information on the 107 

instrument description (i.e. name of PSEE, dimension, format of usage and dietary 108 

assessment instrument to which the PSEE belonged, plus purpose of PSEE in the 109 

study) and the population (i.e. country, nationality, age, setting and health status) where 110 

the PSEE was applied. Risk of bias in individual studies was assessed by looking at the 111 

study design; outcomes and analysis; plus other strengths or limitations using adapted 112 

versions of published resources36,37. Analysis of risk of bias across studies was not 113 

applicable as this review is meant to inform decisions across a variety of settings36.  114 

Selection of category and grouping criteria 115 

PSEEs were categorized based on dimension and format of usage to reflect their 116 

different measuring scope.  For dimension, PSEEs were categorized as follows: 117 

 One- dimensional tools included image-free, non-volumetric tools such as lists of 118 

portion size options including numerical values as well as categorical size estimates 119 

(i.e. large, medium, small), lists of open-ended questions where an amount was 120 

requested, lists of household units (e.g. number of tablespoons) as part of 121 
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questionnaires or food guides, portion information in text form on food packaging, or till 122 

receipts and voice recordings.  123 

 Two- dimensional tools included all image-based tools such as paper-based or 124 

electronic/computer-based food images (i.e. photos, diagrams or other pictorial 125 

representations), and images of; hand-based portion measurements, non-food objects, 126 

food models, food replicas and measuring utensils.  127 

 Three- dimensional or volumetric tools included food models and replicas (i.e. 128 

models imitating the color, shape and texture of foods, and non-food objects such as 129 

sticks, boards, circles and cartons); measuring utensils (i.e. tablespoon, measuring cup, 130 

measuring jug, ruler; food scales) and hand measures (e.g. size of palm and width of 131 

fingers). 132 

For format of usage, PSEEs were categorized as follows: 133 

 Stand-alone: PSEEs that were used individually as part of the dietary 134 

assessment method, for example a list of portion size options as part of a semi-135 

quantitative FFQs and a set of measuring spoons as part of a 24hr recall.  136 

 Related set: PSEEs used in combination within the same dietary assessment 137 

method and measuring the same food dimension (e.g. image or volume), for example a 138 

set of measuring spoons used together with a set of measuring cups.  139 

 Combined: PSEEs used in combination within the same dietary assessment 140 

method and measuring different dimensions, for example a one-dimensional tool (food 141 

packaging information) alongside a three- dimensional tool (set of measuring cups).  142 

Analysis of validation studies  143 

Validation studies were identified from the whole sample of publications. Validation 144 

studies were defined as studies comparing the portion size estimates made using a 145 
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PSEE against actual weights for the purpose of evaluation or validation of a PSEE. The 146 

validation studies were then examined through a quality scoring tool (Table 2) which 147 

was established in this study through the investigation of previously published quality 148 

scoring systems used for dietary assessment tools38-40. An initial version of the quality 149 

scoring tool was piloted twice by three independent investigators (EAR, BA, EV) and 150 

the first and last versions were evaluated for content validity against expert opinion 151 

within the team (JC, MR). A scoring system was applied to standardize data collection 152 

(Appendix 3 in the Supporting Information online). Finally, two other investigators (RB 153 

and BA) scored the validation studies using the quality scoring tool.  154 

Levels of agreement between PSEEs and actual weights were not reported in a 155 

consistent way across the validation studies. Studies used various approaches to 156 

explain the differences between actual and estimated weight, such as “within 10%, 25% 157 

or 33% of true weight”, “percent estimation error”, “differences in mean weight” or 158 

“percent of participants making correct estimations”. To overcome this issue, we 159 

compared the validity of PSEEs using the accuracy parameters reported in these 160 

studies. This was done by grouping the quantitative results of similar accuracy 161 

measures (e.g. estimation error) reported in validation studies for each PSEE category 162 

(e.g. range of estimation error reported for food models) and comparing these results 163 

among each PSEE category (e.g. comparing the range of estimation error reported for 164 

food models to the range or estimation error reported for food atlases).  165 

Analysis of comparison studies 166 

In the whole sample, comparison studies were identified as studies which were 167 

comparing different PSEEs to each other in terms of efficacy, usability or accuracy. The 168 

full text of comparison studies were then examined through extracting data on 169 

population characteristics, possible confounders, the context in which PSEEs were 170 
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compared, statistical tests and any other study outcomes in relation to PSEE 171 

performance. The data extraction process was piloted by EAR and then three 172 

investigators (TH, RB and BA) extracted the whole data. The studies that were not 173 

clearly comparing PSEEs were not included in comparison, for example studies 174 

comparing overall dietary assessment tools through measuring difference in nutrient 175 

intakes. 176 

Due to the nature of the data, meta-analysis was not suitable for this review, therefore a 177 

narrative synthesis of outcomes is presented and the findings are combined in tables 178 

and figures when appropriate. There was great variation in study designs and accuracy 179 

parameters across the studies, therefore it was not possible to quantify the differences 180 

between the accuracy of PSEEs; however an overall assessment of PSEEs was 181 

conducted by investigating the accuracy parameters reported in these studies. 182 

RESULTS 183 

Results of all searches (whole sample) 184 

Number of records and PSEEs 185 

In total 16,801 records were identified from initial searches from which a total of 334 186 

records covering 542 PSEEs were selected (Figure 1). The records were published 187 

between 1975 and 2018 (with an average of 8.5 records per year). The greatest 188 

number of publications was published between 2009 and 2014 (yearly average of 23). 189 

Most of the studies were published in the US (n=126) and UK (n=75) followed by 190 

Canada (n=15). A list of the 542 PSEEs in the whole sample is given in the Table S1 191 

online Supporting Information. 192 

PSEE categories 193 
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The 542 PSEEs identified were categorized according to the format of usage (Table 3). 194 

The two most common PSEEs were three (n=263) and two- dimensional (n=249), and 195 

these mainly included household utensils and photographic atlases. The one-196 

dimensional PSEEs (n=30) were the least used and they mostly included portion lists 197 

and food guides (Table 3).Overall, food photos constituted 18.6% of PSEEs and 198 

electronic images and devices constituted 20% of the PSEEs. Of the electronic images 199 

and devices, 40% were combined with food records and 17% were combined with 24hr 200 

recalls.  Among the electronic PSEEs, 26% and 54% were applicable to children and 201 

adults respectively and 98% were applicable to developed countries (mainly USA and 202 

UK). Two studies41,42 showed that the digital image assistance improved the overall 203 

accuracy of dietary assessments Figure 2 gives information on (a) the purpose of 204 

studies using PSEEs, (b) the format of the usage of PSEEs and (c) the dietary 205 

assessment instruments of which PSEEs were part of. 206 

Distribution of PSEEs by study purpose 207 

In terms of the purpose of studies (Figure 2a) the most common purpose was the 208 

evaluation studies (46%) including validation, comparison and usability testing of dietary 209 

assessment tools or PSEEs. Next were the development studies (16%) which included 210 

development of tools for estimation of dietary intake or portion size estimation. Of the 211 

population studies (12%), 52% and 48% focused on portion size estimation and dietary 212 

intake, respectively. Nutrition surveys accounted for 19% of population studies. 213 

Distribution of PSEEs by format of usage 214 

In terms of the format of usage (Figure 2b), most PSEEs (70%) were used in studies as 215 

a stand-alone tool which mainly included image-based tools such as food atlases. 216 

Within population studies, only one study43 was using food models for portion size 217 

estimation as a stand-alone PSEE whereas 31% and 62% of studies were using food 218 
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photos and scales as standalone tools, respectively (data not shown). The 60% of 219 

stand-alone scales were applied to children, adolescents and older adults (data not 220 

shown). 221 

Distribution of PSEEs by the dietary assessment instrument to which they are 222 

applied 223 

In terms of the dietary assessment instrument (Figure 2c), not all PSEEs were linked to 224 

a dietary assessment instrument (e.g. some studies just measured the serving sizes 225 

served at a restaurant or portion sizes served as a school meal). Some PSEEs were 226 

identified as a commercial item such as portion size guide book. Food records, 227 

including estimated and weighed diet diaries, were the most popular dietary 228 

assessment instruments related to PSEEs (21%). 229 

Population distribution across studies 230 

Figure 3 describes the characteristics of populations which used PSEEs in the study 231 

settings. In terms of the population origin (Figure 3a), the predominant populations were 232 

North Americans (34%) and Europeans (28%), 50% of which were British and Irish. The 233 

smallest proportion of PSEEs (3%) were tested in Arab, Eastern and African 234 

populations. Some PSEEs (7%) were used in studies focused on specific ethnic groups 235 

such as African Americans, South Americans and South Asians living in UK, USA, 236 

Canada and Norway (for further details see the parallel review on ethnic PSEEs4) 237 

(Figure 3a). Only 3% of all PSEEs were identified as being applied to low-income and 238 

middle-income countries and only 0.3% of PSEEs were tested in low-income countries 239 

(data not shown). Only 3% of PSEEs were tested in South American and South Asian 240 

populations (native origin) and 1% of PSEEs were tested in African populations (native 241 

origin) (Figure 3a) of which 60% were based on food images23,44,45 (data not shown). 242 

Age distribution across studies 243 
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In terms of age (Figure 3b), adults (54%) were the most dominant age group; of these, 244 

20% were gender-specific. Of the PSEEs applicable to children (16%), 40% and 8% 245 

were specifically applied to adolescents and preschool children, respectively (Figure3b). 246 

The most popular PSEEs applicable to children in various ages (15%) were food 247 

images (27%) and electronic PSEEs (23%). On the other hand, household utensils 248 

were not popular in children as much as in adults (data not shown). 249 

Health status distribution across studies 250 

In terms of health (Figure 3c), the majority of PSEEs were tested on healthy people 251 

(66%), followed by people with chronic diseases (3%), obesity/overweight (3%) and 252 

other health issues (2%). Of all PSEEs, 1% were specifically used with pregnant 253 

women. 254 

Study setting distribution across studies 255 

In terms of the study setting (data not shown), most PSEEs were used in free living 256 

settings (58%) followed by school or university settings (13%) and institutionalized 257 

settings (e.g. care homes) (1%) and other settings (3%) such as dialysis and metabolic 258 

units, general practitioners or work. In hospitalized and institutionalized settings, 259 

common practice for portion size estimation was weighing the served portion size and 260 

the left overs. 261 

Validation studies (Absolute validity) 262 

Quality assessment of validation studies  263 

A total of 21 validation studies were identified from the whole sample of records 264 

(n=334). The results of the quality assessment, focused on the validation studies, are 265 

shown in Table S2 online Supporting Information. Two validation studies using image-266 

based tools23,46 achieved the highest score (22 out of 25). In total, six validation studies 267 
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scored over 19 (equivalent to more than 75% of criteria being met) while the rest of the 268 

validation studies (n=16) were scored between 14 and 19. Validation studies that 269 

scored over 19 (n=6), were relatively well designed as the sample size was at least 50 270 

participants, study population was representative of the reference population and 271 

sufficient detail was provided on population characteristics, plus the comparator 272 

involved foods being weighed by investigators as an objective measure. Out of 21 273 

validation studies, six studies included piloting of PSEEs, five assessed the reliability of 274 

PSEEs and seven tested agreement by using tests such as Bland-Altman. Most 275 

validation studies (20 out of 21) were rated versatile as they tested PSEEs using a good 276 

range of food textures, for example solid, semi-solid, liquid and amorphous foods in 277 

accordance with the focus of PSEEs. Most of the validation studies (n=15) scored high 278 

for potential for long term efficacy as the likelihood of future use or user preference of 279 

PSEEs were discussed or implied in the study. In all validation studies, 17 tested two- 280 

dimensional PSEEs whereas only three studies tested three- dimensional tools (e.g. 281 

tennis ball) and one study tested a one- dimensional tool (till receipt). The median score 282 

for food atlases (n=6) was higher than for digital images (n=3) followed by 3D PSEEs 283 

(n=3) and other food photos (n=8), 19.7, 19, 18 and 17.8 respectively. Food atlases 284 

were paper based books which showed long lists of photos for many foods usually 285 

representing staple foods consumed by populations. Other food photos were those not 286 

in atlas format with a limited number of photos usually for a selected list of foods.   287 

Comparison of the accuracy levels of validated PSEEs 288 

For food photos, 42%47 and 55%22 were reported as accurately estimated For food 289 

atlases, 68%23 and 77%44 of all portions were accurately estimated, although there was 290 

no uniform or clear definition of accuracy in these studies. These findings suggest that 291 

for photographic PSEEs, food atlases have greater accuracy compared with food 292 
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photos. Another study testing a food atlas45 reported that 54.2% of participants made 293 

accurate estimations, again there was no clear definition of accuracy. 294 

One study48 reported average estimation error as 2.3% for the food atlas. The 295 

estimation error for food atlas was also reported as a range of (−36·8) to 17·1g49, and a 296 

mean of 137.6kcal46. For food photos, the range of percent of the difference was 297 

reported as (-9.9) to 18.6%50, (-4.1) to 28.6%20, (-10.7) to 5.3%51 and 1.0 to 39%52.  298 

For digital pictures53 mean relative error was reported as −2.8%, and the estimation 299 

error was reported as a range of (−13) to 4g54 with a mean of 56.7 kcal54. These results 300 

suggest that the digital images are comparable to the printed food photos46,49. Digital 301 

images tested on children55 reported the average estimation error as 32% which was 302 

generally higher than food photos tested on adults ((-10.7) to 39%)46,53,54. These 303 

findings suggest that when food photos are tested only on children the estimation error 304 

can be expected to be lower than the PSEEs tested on adults.  305 

Three studies56-58 tested 3D tools in children or young adults. For manipulative props 306 

(crinkled paper strips, clay, water and glass)56 average estimation error was 58%. For 307 

cups and spoons57 and modeling clay57 the estimation error was 53.1% and 33.2%, 308 

respectively. These findings indicate that the estimation errors for 3D PSEEs ranged 309 

from 33.2 to 58% and they were not more accurate than food photos ((-10.7) to 310 

39%)20,48,50,51. However a clear comparison was not possible as 3D PSEEs were tested 311 

only in children and young adults, and food photos tested in mixed age groups including 312 

adults. In addition, a tennis ball58 achieved a total score of 7.4 (out of 12) where 1 point 313 

was assigned to each estimate which was within 33% of the actual size.  314 

Overall, 18 of the 21 validation studies concluded that the tested PSEEs were providing 315 

a level of validity or accuracy for the tested population. The present study shows that 316 
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there was more evidence indicating the validity of food photos compared to food models 317 

and household utensils, and this evidence was stronger for the food atlases compared 318 

to other food photos. 319 

Comparison studies (Relative validity) 320 

A total of 13 comparison studies were identified from the whole sample of records 321 

(n=334). A summary of extracted data is given in Table S3 online Supporting 322 

Information. The comparison studies were identified as those comparing different 323 

PSEEs to each other in terms of efficacy, usability or accuracy.  324 

Reported average estimation error (compared with actual intake) was 2.3% for 325 

photographic food atlas, 56.9% for household utensils (measuring cups) and 32% for 326 

food models48. For household utensils (cups and spoons)57, a food model (modelling 327 

clay)57, manipulative props (paper strips, clay, water and glass)56 and visual food 328 

models (e.g. drawings of glasses)56, estimation error (compared with actual intake) was 329 

reported as 53.1%, 33.2%, 58% and 32.8% respectively. One study59, reported the 330 

estimation error (compared with actual intake) as 18.9% for the international food unit (a 331 

64cm2 cube divided into 2cm cubes ), 87.7% for measuring cup and 44.8% for a food 332 

model (modelling clay), however the estimation error for international food unit was 333 

large for some foods. The usability of the international food unit was tested and the 334 

participants perceived it as the easiest, particularly for foods with geometric shapes. 335 

Overall the comparison studies showed that the estimation error ranged from 53.1 to 336 

87.7% for household utensils (including cups and spoons) and ranged from 32 to 44.8% 337 

for food models (including modelling clay). This indicates that food models perform 338 

better than household utensils. Considering that the validation studies (section 2. 339 

Validation studies) showed the estimation error for photographic PSEEs ranged from (-340 
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10.7) to 39%, it can be suggested that photographic PSEEs are more accurate than 341 

food models. 342 

One study60 reported that, for geometrically shaped foods (e.g. cheese and cake) and 343 

liquids, 80% of estimations made with hands (finger width, fist, fingertip) and 29% of 344 

estimations made with the household utensils (cups and spoons) were within ±25 % of 345 

actual weight, and 13% of estimations made with hands and 8% of estimations made 346 

with household utensils were within ±10 % of actual weight. However the same study 347 

showed that for more irregularly shaped foods (e.g. chicken breast), estimations made 348 

with both hand and household utensils were above 50% of actual weight and for 349 

amorphous foods no estimations made with hands were within ±10 % of actual weight 350 

whereas three estimations made with household utensils were within ±10% of actual 351 

weight. Another study21 showed that 15% of estimations made with digital images were 352 

within ±10% of actual weight. These results support the finding that food images may 353 

perform better than household utensils and estimations made with hands. For the foods 354 

that closely resemble a geometric shape, the hand method can perform better than 355 

household utensils; however this is the opposite for irregularly shaped foods. 356 

Four studies19,56,58,61 compared the images or drawings of non-food objects (e.g. 357 

pictures of tennis ball, drawings of glasses) vs actual non-food objects (e.g. tennis ball, 358 

glass) and reported no difference in estimation for most of the foods tested. This finding 359 

suggests that there is no convincing evidence that there is a difference in accuracy 360 

between the images of non-food objects / household utensils and their actual forms.   361 

No differences were found in accuracy between digital images and printed images in 362 

two studies62,63 comparing the same number of images and foods. This may suggest 363 

that printed images are comparable to digital images. Another study21 found no 364 

difference between different types (aerial vs angled vs mounds vs household 365 
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measures), presentations (sequential vs simultaneous) and sizes (large vs small) of 366 

digital images. Participant preference supported simultaneous presentation vs 367 

sequential and large vs small. Although not statistically significant, the use of 8 digital 368 

photos for the portions size estimation of one food achieved higher accuracy than using 369 

4 digital photos. The accuracy results showed that the mean absolute gram weight 370 

differences between weighed and reported amounts ranged from 5.8 to 35.6g for 8 371 

photos and from 8.4 to 47.5g for 4 photos.  372 

DISCUSSION 373 

Findings across all studies 374 

In total 542 PSEEs were identified in this review across 334 publications and compiled 375 

in a database that represents the first complete inventory of portion size estimation 376 

tools to date. The most common type of PSEEs were 3D tools (49%) followed by 2D 377 

(46%) with 1D PSEEs (5%) being much less common. The household utensils (41%) 378 

were the most popular PSEEs within 3D tools, whereas, similar to the previous 379 

research25, image-based PSEEs (e.g. photographic food atlas) (37%) were the most 380 

popular PSEEs within 2D PSEEs. This is probably due to their practicality as household 381 

utensils are easily available tools, and food photos are easy to use across populations 382 

and able to represent a range of foods15,46,49,64,65. Although there is an individual 383 

variation in the portion estimation of different foods14,20,65,66, food photos were also 384 

judged as an appropriate PSEE to estimate portions at a population level22 and they are 385 

also a key tool in national nutrition surveys67,68. Food photos, especially food atlases 386 

developed through systematic procedures4,45 can also be a valuable instrument for low-387 

middle income settings22. If an image based PSEE is going to be used in a different 388 

location, food images should be adapted to foods consumed in the targeted region69. 389 
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Similar to food photos, food models and replicas can help respondents in visualizing 390 

their portion sizes however their disadvantage is the risk of limiting portion size choices 391 

subject to their food range70. In this current review, within 63 population studies 392 

identified, only one study43 used food models for portion size estimation as a stand-393 

alone PSEE. This finding may suggest that the food models and replicas are not very 394 

suitable for population studies unless they are combined with other PSEEs. Combined 395 

PSEE usage has been endorsed by two previous reviews4,25. In terms of food scales, 396 

these are deemed to be laborious PSEEs in practice71. From the studies identified in 397 

this review, most of the stand-alone scales were applied to children, adolescents and 398 

older adults perhaps to improve the accuracy of portion size estimations in these age 399 

groups. 400 

Validation studies (Absolute validity) 401 

In validation studies (n=21) most PSEEs were 2D (81%) and only a few were 3D (19%), 402 

although in the whole inventory we found similar proportions of 2D and 3D tools. 403 

Another review25 also showed that 2D PSEEs, especially food photos, were the most 404 

common PSEEs assessed for their validity. In this present review, across the validation 405 

studies, there was more evidence on the validity of food photos compared to food 406 

models and household utensils and therefore food photos were deemed to be the most 407 

accurate. The comparisons do not clearly establish if one photographic PSEE is better 408 

than the other but there was stronger evidence of the validity of food atlases compared 409 

to other food photos. The comparisons also indicate that there is no difference between 410 

digital images and printed food photos in terms of accuracy. This is empowering for 411 

electronic PSEEs which mostly rely on digital images. However even with tools that 412 

demonstrated greater accuracy there can still be very significant errors in intake 413 
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estimates compared with ‘true’ intakes. Besides, a tool that has not been validated may 414 

still be well developed and useful. 415 

The quality of the PSEE is an important part of any dietary assessment tool as 416 

inaccurate portion size reporting can increase the measurement error in dietary 417 

intake4,15. This review showed that very few studies were of high quality according to 418 

the quality scoring tool that was established in this study. Similarly, a previous review6 419 

focusing on the validity of PSEEs has found that research on the reporting of PSEEs 420 

and the investigation of their accuracy was lacking clarity and completeness. In this 421 

current review, lower quality was mainly due to small sample size, inadequate 422 

description of study population, poor representation of reference population and PSEEs 423 

not being piloted and tested for reliability. These are the areas in which future validation 424 

studies may need attention. 425 

There was great variation among studies in terms of the approaches used to estimate 426 

the level of accuracy. Studies used real time or recall approach and various numbers of 427 

food types and portions for portion size estimations or presented foods using self-428 

served vs pre-served portions. The type of foods used in studies also varied greatly as 429 

some studies focused on particular foods like bread and cheese whereas others 430 

covered full food categories such as beverages, meats etc. Accuracy was not reported 431 

in a consistent way across all studies. All these issues have caused a difficulty in 432 

comparing the validity of different PSEEs. These issues are similar to the ones raised in 433 

a study published in 1995 which highlighted the lack of standards in methodologies 434 

used for the validation of portion size estimation methods, and the lack of certainty and 435 

comparability across studies with regard to accuracy.  436 

Comparison studies (Relative validity) 437 
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Comparison studies varied greatly in their design and methodology which should be 438 

taken into account. Overall according to comparison studies, photographic PSEEs 439 

performed better than food models and food models performed better than household 440 

utensils in terms of the agreement between portion size estimations. These results are 441 

in line with a comprehensive comparison study48 conducted on 463 adolescents using 442 

163 foods which suggested that photographic food atlas perform better than food 443 

models and household utensils. One of the advantages of food photos is that they can 444 

be equivalent to various food types and portion sizes, whereas food models and cups 445 

represent limited numbers of food types and portion sizes. While this review did not 446 

compare the number of images, one study, using online 24hr recalls, showed improved 447 

accuracy using 8 images compared to 4 for each food item21. This finding suggests that 448 

future users should consider increasing the number of photos on display. Two 449 

studies62,63 comparing the same number of images showed that there is no difference in 450 

accuracy between digital images and printed images. These results further support the 451 

use of computer-based PSEEs which have the added advantage of being able to 452 

increase the number of food photos relatively easily. 453 

The assessment of three comparison studies19,56,58 indicated that there is no difference 454 

in accuracy between the images vs actual forms of non-food objects and household 455 

utensils. Friedman et al57 comparing three 3D PSEEs (household utensils vs household 456 

objects vs modelling clay) identified significant interactions between food and PSEE 457 

type (e.g. solid, liquid, amorphous) which may be due to different food types being 458 

estimated with different degrees of accuracy according to the type of PSEEs. This was 459 

raised as a potential issue for studies using a single PSEE for the estimation of different 460 

food types as it could add to estimation error57, therefore a combination of 3D PSEEs 461 

may be more appropriate. 462 
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International food unit cube59 and hand measures60 (using the width of the fingers as a 463 

‘ruler’ to measure the dimensions of foods) were two original ideas which performed 464 

better than other 3D tools such as household measures. Although their performance 465 

was not adequate for some food types (foods with less geometric shape e.g. chicken 466 

breast and amorphous food), they have the potential to be used as a reference object 467 

for estimating the amount of certain food types (foods with geometric shape e.g. 468 

cheese, cake) considering the practicality, especially hands being readily available59,60.  469 

The acceptability and usability of the PSEEs is another factor to be considered in 470 

nutrition studies, given the challenges in achieving effective participation rates72. In 471 

studies, comparing the efficacy and usability of PSEEs59,71,73, participants’ preference 472 

differed according to food type which highlights the fit-for-purpose approach in the 473 

selection of PSEEs. 474 

Strengths and limitations of the review 475 

To our knowledge, this work represents the most current, comprehensive review on 476 

portion size estimation methodologies applicable to dietary assessment. The parallel 477 

review led by one of the authors of this current study focused on portion size estimation 478 

instruments for minority ethnic groups4. Two other previous literature reviews6,25 on the 479 

validity and effectiveness of portion size estimation methods were limited in terms of 480 

inclusion criteria (e.g. targeting tools used in validation studies only, mostly 2D or 3D 481 

aids rather than the complete spectrum of PSEEs), the small number of studies being 482 

tested (ranged from 5 to 27) and the coverage of  short time periods (e.g. 1980-19946 483 

and 2005-201625). Whereas, this study categorized PSEEs according to a 484 

comprehensive variety of categories (e.g. dimensions, tool descriptions) in relation to 485 

various parameters (e.g. population characteristics, setting, dietary assessment 486 

methods and the format of usage) and analyzed 334 studies published across a large 487 
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time period, 1910-2018. In addition we have developed a scoring tool for validation 488 

studies which could be useful for future studies. A review25, evaluating the validity of 489 

PSEEs, included studies some of which were focused on the validation of dietary 490 

assessment tools instead of portion size estimation, and therefore did not use food 491 

weights as a comparator. In contrast the present study investigated validation studies 492 

which specifically validated PSEEs using actual food weights as the comparator. 493 

Therefore this study reports its findings specific to the validity of the tools. 494 

The comprehensive data extraction process in this review enabled the identification of 495 

16,801 records; however some relevant studies may still not have been captured as 496 

PSEEs are often not the focus of dietary assessment studies. A previous review6 497 

published in 1997 indicated a lack of evidence on the quality, validity, comparability and 498 

effectiveness of PSEEs, and 20 years later, the same limitations have been observed in 499 

this review. Therefore the outcomes of this present review are limited to the evidence 500 

available in the literature and it is possible that there is a tool which is not identified in 501 

the quality assessment of PSEEs as it lacks validation but nonetheless performs well.  502 

The focus being the effectiveness of portion size estimation tools, this study has not 503 

looked into which foods were more inclined to be under-estimated or over-estimated by 504 

PSEEs. Future studies should further explore these issues using a systematic 505 

approach.  506 

Considerations for the utilization of PSEEs 507 

Misreporting of portion size is an important contributor to error associated with dietary 508 

intake measurement6,74. Such error may have serious implications for the analysis of 509 

health-outcome data in particular. Accurate dietary intake data is key to evaluate the 510 

impact of intervention studies measuring the efficiency of public health policies, 511 

nutritional or lifestyle approaches, on disease risk, as well as dietary interventions 512 
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assessing portion control strategies18. However measurement error will always exist as 513 

it depends on an individuals’ ability to perceive, conceptualize and remember the foods 514 

consumed62. Some individuals can make underestimates up to 40% or overestimates 515 

up to 60% and greater even when different PSEEs are being tested on the same foods 516 

and drinks62,75. As well as underestimation, over estimation is also a problem in dietary 517 

assessment62. Various factors affect peoples’ ability to estimate portion size accurately 518 

such as age of the respondent, training provided to respondents, food type and size, 519 

and the visual perception and cognitive skills of individuals4,10,62. These are summarized 520 

below. Selection of appropriate PSEEs to be used in all these contexts requires careful 521 

consideration. This review identified four main areas to be considered when selecting a 522 

PSEE, presented in Table 4. 523 

Individuals’ age 524 

The age of the respondent and the type of the dietary assessment instrument may 525 

impact on the estimation accuracy especially if there is a need to recall amounts from 526 

memory5,30,76.  527 

Children are more prone to portion size estimation errors than adults due to their 528 

shorter memory span77. Age-specific food atlases27,78 or portion size lists78 are options 529 

developed to enhance accuracy of portions size estimation in young children. Mobile 530 

technology can also offer particular advantages for portion size estimation by 531 

adolescents as there is less interference from adults and less urge to change normal 532 

habits79,80. As research and technology progresses, new strategies are expected to 533 

improve the recall of food amounts21,29,81. 534 

Individuals’ visual perception 535 

Research has shown that foods presented as unit foods, such as foods consisting of a 536 

single item (e.g. one sausage roll) or presented as one homogenous mixture (e.g. a 537 
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meal of macaroni and cheese) tend to be underestimated10,12,62,82. Food size (e.g. small 538 

vs large) may also affect the portion size estimation such as the assumption of portion 539 

estimation getting more difficult for individuals as the portion size increases31.  540 

As the visual measurement tools have a cognitive influence on portion estimation, 541 

similarity in size and shape between the way a food is consumed and the PSEE could 542 

improve the accuracy of portion estimations62. 543 

Training 544 

Training respondents may improve the accuracy of estimations25,83,84. For the dietary 545 

assessment of young children, training parents may also improve accuracy83. While 546 

training is an advantage to improve accuracy of estimations, when trying to assess the 547 

validity of a tool, it may be better to use a population without previous experience with 548 

PSEEs as this may improve the accuracy of portion size estimations58. Choosing 549 

PSEEs that are tested or validated in populations similar to the target population is also 550 

recommended4,85. Future research should explore if emerging technologies or other 551 

novel methods are suitable to decrease the influence of individual characteristics and 552 

skills on estimation accuracy. 553 

Food characteristics 554 

There is solid evidence that portion size estimation efficacy strongly depends on the 555 

food’s characteristics including its physical form (i.e. amorphous vs. defined shape; 556 

liquid vs. solid)18,27. Portion size of some specific food types such as mixed 557 

dishes4,15,26,71, foods in small unit size (e.g. under 20g)23,84,86, pieces of sliced meat (e.g. 558 

cold cuts and fried beef)15,23,foods served in sauce or gravy49, light but voluminous 559 

foods 86 and non-staple foods86 are particularly difficult to estimate. Whether the portion 560 

sizes of some foods are always under- or over-estimated is uncertain as some studies 561 

indicate low error rate for certain foods like milk1,31 and others indicate no food-related 562 
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differences87. Friedman et al57 identified significant interactions between food and 563 

PSEE type as different food characteristics (e.g. solid, liquid) can be estimated with 564 

different degrees of accuracy depending on the type of PSEE used. Studies may 565 

consider using a combination of tools that can be applied to a range of food textures 566 

and can be flexible in estimating portion sizes of composite dishes4,25. For example, 567 

specifically for the portion size estimation of meats with more than one irregular 568 

dimension (e.g. ribs), large scale studies can consider using PSEEs such as the finger 569 

width method60 or categorical size estimates (e.g. small, medium, large)73 in addition to 570 

other PSEEs. Food photos are also highly efficient PSEEs as they can cover a wide 571 

range of food textures and shapes25,54.  572 

Unanswered questions and future research 573 

PSEEs used in low-income settings 574 

PSEEs have challenges in terms of the quality, particularly in low-income settings4,88,89. 575 

It is promising that a project called the International Dietary Data Expansion (INDDEX)89 576 

is aiming to facilitate data collection and processing in low-income countries by using a 577 

combination of direct weighing of actual foods,  food replicas, household measures and 578 

food images alongside 24hr recalls collected by tablet technology89,90. 579 

PSEEs for shared plate eating practices 580 

In some low and lower-middle income countries, shared plate eating is a common 581 

habit11,91,92 which is a difficulty for portion size assessment. Although there are various 582 

approaches that have been explored11,22,69,93,94, shared-plate issue continues to remain 583 

as a complexity in dietary assessment4,92. A narrative review92 identified two key factors 584 

to be considered to improve the accuracy of assessment of dietary intake from shared 585 

plate eating, these were accurate assessment of the dietary intake of staple foods and 586 

the requirement to use combined approaches for portion size estimation. 587 
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PSEEs applicable to children 588 

In this review, the most popular PSEEs applicable to children were food images and 589 

electronic PSEEs whereas household utensils were not popular. Friedman et al57 590 

reported that utensils used for portion size estimation in children performed worse than 591 

modelling clay and household objects. Therefore utensils may not be very applicable to 592 

children, however, as shown by Foster et al95, using age-appropriate photos of children 593 

portion sizes can be more applicable to children. 594 

PSEEs applicable to individuals with difficulty to estimate portion sizes 595 

People with low literacy skills, chronic illnesses and living in institutionalized settings 596 

may have difficulty to estimate portion sizes76,96. Only a limited number of PSEEs were 597 

tested in these population groups. The addition of photo assistance76 and the use of 598 

specifically developed mobile applications97-99 were suggested as potential approaches 599 

to improve portion size estimation in these groups. 600 

Technological PSEEs 601 

Previous research25,100,101 reported that the use of technological PSEEs especially 602 

those using digital food images hold good potential as they can reduce respondent 603 

burden, especially when combined with 24hr recalls25. This might be the reason why, in 604 

this review, 17% of electronic devices and digital images were combined with 24hr 605 

recalls. Some studies41,42 also indicated that digital image assistance improves the 606 

overall dietary assessment as researchers reviewing images can correct the errors in 607 

food records. However, the interpretation error in estimating intake by the assessor is 608 

an area that may need to be addressed in future studies42. 609 

Overall, electronic images and devices constituted 20% of the PSEEs in the whole 610 

sample. However some issues around technologic dietary assessment methods were 611 

poor image quality, burdensome image review process, the lack of cost information, 612 
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discomfort of users (especially for wearable cameras), change in eating behavior and 613 

low motivation of users. As the use of technology in dietary assessment advances it is 614 

expected that electronic PSEEs will be preferred over manual systems in future25,100, 615 

however there is an ongoing need for technical improvements and more focus on 616 

portion size assessment in these areas to move this line of research forward101. 617 

CONCLUSION 618 

Across an inventory of more than 500 PSEEs, photographic PSEEs such as food atlas 619 

were identified as the most widely applicable PSEEs to populations living in various 620 

settings and from different countries, plus versatile enough to cover various food 621 

shapes and textures. Based on the validation and comparison studies, photographic 622 

PSEEs were more accurate than food models and household utensils, and food models 623 

were more accurate than household utensils. There were no differences in accuracy 624 

between digital images and printed food images. Electronic PSEEs, especially digital 625 

images used in web-based 24hr recalls have been increasingly used for portion size 626 

estimation and further opportunities exist to improve and develop technology-assisted 627 

PSEEs. 628 

Selection of appropriate PSEEs needs careful consideration of key elements which 629 

include sociodemographic factors such as age, sex, the level of education and 630 

geographic location. Also precautions to reduce measurement error need to be taken 631 

into account such as; using age appropriate photos for children, using PSEEs (maybe 632 

in combination) applicable to various food textures, composite dishes, customary 633 

portions and servings; using PSEEs that have high user preference, training 634 

respondents and providing additional assistance to people having difficulty in portion 635 

size estimation.  636 
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There is a lack of validation of PSEEs and the field would benefit from increased 637 

evaluation of tools, perhaps as part of surveys and studies, to add to the available 638 

literature about PSEEs and their efficacy in different population settings. Validation 639 

studies testing PSEEs should include sufficient sample size, perform a validation 640 

against weighed amounts in preference to a comparison study against relative amounts 641 

(estimated), measure reliability and agreement using appropriate statistics and employ 642 

a sufficiently wide range of foods. When selecting a PSEE it is advisable to choose one 643 

that has been properly validated or compared (the criteria included in the scoring tool 644 

developed in this study could be used as a guideline) and incorporating ongoing 645 

evaluation and validation as PSEEs are adopted and further evolved.   646 
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 918 

Table 1 Description of research question components by population, 919 

interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study designs (PICOS): Systematic 920 

review on portion size estimation elements (PSEEs) 921 

Criteria Description 

Population Human subjects  
Subgroups (e.g. age, gender, ethnicity, health condition, setting) 

Intervention Whenever a PSEE is described to allow quantification of dietary intake 
Comparison Any comparisons, especially between PSEEs 

Outcome Population/individual dietary intake; method development; method validation 
or comparison; any other health or diet-related outcome where a PSEE is 
described 

Study design Any study design describing a PSEE; review papers with relevant 
references; websites of health professional/non-government organizations; 
academic and industry reports. Excluded outcomes: editorial, commentary 
and opinion pieces; review papers with no relevant references 

 922 

 923 

 924 

 925 

 926 

Table 2. Scoring tool developed in this study for the analysis of quality and 927 

relative efficacy parameters including study design, validity, reliability and 928 

agreement of dietary instruments including portion size estimation elements 929 

(PSEEs) 930 

Criteria Criterion is met (min-max) 

Section 1. Study design   
1. Sample size is adequate 1-4 
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2. Population is adequately described and 
representative 

1-4 

Section 2. Validity  
3. Comparator is appropriate (tool tested for 
validity)   

1-3 

4. Tool is versatile 1-2 
5. Tool was piloted 1-2 

Section 3. Reliability   
6. Reliability measured using appropriate 
techniques 

1-2 

Section 4. Agreement   
7. Agreement measured using appropriate 
techniques 

1-4 

Section 5: Future application  
8. There is potential for long-term efficacy 1-4 

Score calculation Add up all points 
(Maximum score 25) 

 931 

Table 3. Categories of the 542 portion size estimation elements (PSEEs) identified  932 

Tool dimension Tool description n 

1D (n=30) Portion lists 11 

 Food guide 10 

 Label/food packaging 6 

 Voice recording  2 

  Till receipt  1 

2D (n=249) Food photos (e.g. photographic atlas) 101 

 Electronic image-based method  61 

 Electronic device, computer-based method 49 

 Food diagrams/ drawingsa 14 

 Non-food object imageb 15 

 Utensil image 5 

  Hand image 4 

3D (n=263) Household utensils including measuring utensils 107 

 Food scale 68 

 Food replica and food modelc 79 

 Ruler 7 

 Hands 2 

Total  542 

Abbreviations: 1D: One- dimensional, 2D: Two- dimensional, 3D: Three- dimensional.       933 
a“Food diagrams/ drawings“ includes tools such as drawings of bread, images of 934 

rectangles with thickness grid and diagrams of rectangles. b“Non-food object image” 935 

includes the images of food models and replicas such as tennis ball and food mound. 936 
c“Food replica and food model” includes items such as golf ball, deck of cards, plastic 937 

meat pieces, thickness sticks, modelling clay bean bag and wedge.  938 

 939 

Table 4 Areas to consider when selecting a portion size estimation tool (PSEE)  940 

Area Things to consider 
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Validation  PSEE has been validated using appropriate methods 

 Sample size of the validation study was large enough  

 PSEE has been piloted in the population of interest   

 Reliability of PSEE has been tested 

 Comparator was weighed data (not measured by 
respondents) 

 Agreement has been tested 
 

Efficiency   High user preference  

 High feasibility/low complexity 

 No burden and limitation to implement 

 Cost effective 

 Easy to use  
 

Specificity  PSEE is applicable to different food textures and shapes 
including mixed dishes, amorphous foods and irregularly 
shaped foods, if not PSEE may need to be combined with 
other complementary PSEEs.  

 PSEE is culturally appropriate (e.g. use of customary utensils)  

 PSEE is applicable to traditional eating habits (e.g. the ways 
of serving, sharing dishes, eating by hand, customary 
portions) 

 PSEE is age appropriate (e.g. children specific portion sizes) 
 

Implication  If a PSEE will be applied to a different country/region it need 
to be adapted to this setting (e.g. removing unrelated cutlery 
photos) 

 Consider to provide training and use photo or interview 
assistance to participants especially those having difficulty 
with portion size estimation 

 941 

 942 

Figure 1 Literature search process. The following databases were searched for 943 

publications reporting the use of a portion size estimation element (PSEE) applicable to 944 

dietary assessment methods (based on the PRISMA statement34): University of York 945 

Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (three databases with coverage of health care 946 

and services, health economics and health technology), Cochrane Library, EBSCO, 947 

NHS Evidence, Ovid, Oxford journals, Scopus, SocINDEX, Sociological Abstracts, 948 

Econlit, Web of Knowledge, Wiley Online Library, Google, Google scholar, EthOS, 949 

University of Birmingham e-Theses, University of Chesters’ online research.  950 

 951 

Figure 2 Distribution of the 542 portion size estimation elements (PSEEs) 952 

identified in this review. (A) Distribution by purpose of the study. “Data collection” 953 

includes studies collecting portions size data such as portion weights of food served in 954 

schools. “Interventions” includes experiments, for example examining whether 955 

increasing the portion size of a meal is affecting energy intake. “Population studies” 956 

includes studies such as cross-sectional food consumption studies. “Training” includes 957 

educational material such as measuring guides. “Development” includes studies 958 

developing a tool for dietary assessment or portion estimation. “Evaluation” includes 959 
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validation, comparison or usability testing of tools for dietary assessment of portion 960 

estimation. (B) Distribution by the format of the usage of PSEE. “Stand alone” includes 961 

tools consisting of only one PSEE. “Related set” includes tools consisting of more than 962 

one PSEE applied within the same dietary assessment method measuring the same 963 

dimension (e.g. two-dimensional). “Combined set’ includes tools consisting of more 964 

than one PSEE measuring various dimensions (e.g. measuring cups and images) and 965 

applied to the same dietary assessment instrument. (C) Distribution by type of dietary 966 

assessment instrument into which the PSEE was integrated. “Food record” includes 967 

both weighed and estimated records such as diet diaries. “Not available” refers to no 968 

specific instrument (e.g. in comparison studies using only PSEE without being part of a 969 

particular dietary assessment instrument). “Multiple methods” refers to the combination 970 

of more than one dietary assessment instrument. “Questionnaire” refers to 971 

questionnaires other than FFQs. “Dietary guide” includes dietary guides and only food 972 

pyramid was identified in this category. Abbreviations: Commercial p., “Commercial 973 

products” which includes portion control tools such as pasta portioner. 24hr R, 24 hour 974 

recall; FFQ, food frequency questionnaires.  975 

 976 

Figure 3 Portion-size estimation elements (PSEEs) by population origin across 977 

the 334 publications analyzed in this review. (A) Population distribution across all 978 

studies. “Native or mixture” refers to people living in a certain region including both the 979 

immigrant and native populations. “Ethnic group” refers to a specific ethnic group such 980 

as ethnic minorities and immigrants living in a region, for example African Americans 981 

living in USA and South Asians living in UK. “Eastern” includes Israeli and Lebanese. 982 

“Asian” includes Chinese, Japanese and Taiwanese. “American” refers to Americans 983 

living in the USA. “American (ethnic)” refers to Americans with other ethnic origins such 984 

as African Americans and American Indians. (B) Age distribution across all studies. 985 

“Children” includes all ages up to 18 years old including pre-school ages and 986 

adolescence. “Mixed” includes combination of more than one age group such as adult 987 

and children. “Elderly” includes people over 60 years old, although the use of definition 988 

varies across studies analyzed in this review. (C) Health status distribution across all 989 

studies. “Other” includes other health issues than obesity and chronic diseases such as 990 

undernutrition, eating disorders and disabilities. “Chronic diseases” Abbreviations: N/A, 991 

not available; Mixed, more than one ethnic group such as African American and 992 

Chinese population living in USA. 993 


